. P-31 spectra of the brain obtained at the age of 1 month (a), 4 months (b), 2'/2 years (c), and 15 years (d). Spectral peaks are assigned to PME (6.5 ppm), Pi (4.9 ppm), POE (2.6 ppm), PCr (0 ppm), 'y-ATP (-2.6 ppm), a-ATP (-8.0 ppm), and 3-ATP (-16.5 ppm). 
MR Spectroscopy
The investigations were performed on a 1. The mean size of the volume was 7 X 3 X 3 cm, with the long axis of the volume parallel to the axis of the lateral ventricle.
The size of the volume was adapted to the size of the brain and varied from 6 X 3 X 3 cm in small children to 8 X 3 X 3 cm in teenagers.
Local Proton Spectra Figure  3 shows the H-i spectra conresponding to the P-31 spectra of 2a) and an increase in PDE (Fig  2c) and PCr (Fig 2e) T --..
1.0
The PME/PCr ratio undergoes a larger change than any other ratio (Fig 2b) . This barge, easily detected change makes the ratio suitable for use as a parameter for brain maturation. However, PME and PCm are not in any way related to each other, and the ratio as such has more practical than theoretical value. The PDE peak is relatively low at birth and increases until final values are reached at the age of 2-3 years (Fig 2c) The PCn peak is relatively low at birth and increases thereafter ( Fig  2e) ; the Pi peak does not undergo age-related changes (Fig 2d) (Fig 4a, 4b) . At the age of 16 years, adult values
are not yet reached (Fig 4) . Biochemical studies of animal brain have shown an increase in NAA concentration with increasing age (49). This is in conformity with the observed rise of the relative peak height of NAA with increasing age (Fig 4a, 4b) . The "NAA" peak originates not only from the acetyl residue of NAA but also from other acetates (50). The real NAA concentration appears to be 30%-40% lower than that calculated from this NAA peak (50 (Fig 4b,  4c) are in a complex way rebated to changes in PME and PDE peaks of the P-3i spectrum.
The observed values for NAA/Ch suggest not a steady increase after the age of 3 years but rather a kind of plateau phase between the ages of 3 on 4 years and 12 years, with a more rapid increase thereafter (Fig 4b) 
